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SUMMARY 

Flooding events intensity and magnitude are expected due to climate change, increasing the 
probability of pluvial floods, with adverse social, economic and environmental impacts. 
Topographic-related indexes are important to identify morphological features. The 
Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) is one of such indexes that can help to identify water 
accumulation areas. However, TWI results depend on the digital elevation models resolution. 
This paper analyses TWI results obtained from two DEM with different resolutions (2.5m and 
10m). The results of this work contribute to identifying with more accuracy the areas 
potentially affected by floods. 
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Introduction 
 
Pluvial floods can occur due to soil sealing, increasing the probability of disruption of stormwater 
drainage systems (Pinto et al., 2021). Since climate change is expected to increase the intensity and 
frequency of extreme rainfall (Santos et al., 2017), cities will experience an increase in the number of 
flooding episodes (Ballerine, 2017), with important negative impacts (Pinto et al., 2021). Storm sewer 
overflow can occur in older communities where under-sized sewers (State of Illinois, 2015). It can also 
happen when the rainfall event exceeds the storm sewer capacity (Ballerine, 2017).  
Usually, water is accumulated in depressed and floodplains areas, affecting, importantly, the activities 
in those areas (Besnard et al., 2013). The Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) is a hydrological-based 
topographic index (Mattivi, 2019), which can include the areas of potential water accumulation 
(Ballerine, 2017; Zhao et al., 2020). TWI has been widely used as a proxy to identify flood-prone areas 
(García-Rivero et al., 2017). Reduced TWI values show a low ponding probability, while high values 
show the opposite (Wolock, 1995). However, TWI cannot address several issues related to urban water 
management that numerical models assess, identifies areas that can be potentially flooded (Moore et 
al., 1991; Wilson, 2018). TWI data can also support the identification of areas where green areas are 
the most appropriate land use, reducing the impacts of floods (Ballerine, 2017).  
Nevertheless, TWI results are dependent on Digital Elevation Models (DEM)’ resolution. Previous 
studies (e.g., Hasan et al., 2012, and Sørensen and Seibert, 2007) have demonstrated that terrain 
derivatives (e.g., slope and contributing area, which are used to calculate TWI) are affected by the DEM 
cell resolution (Saulnier et al., 1997). Larger cell sizes from lower resolution DEMs will create less 
detailed and more coarse TWI analyses. Our goal is to analyze the effects of two DEM resolutions 
(2.5m and 10m) in the TWI results, understand if they show similar and correlated results, and cross 
this analysis with previous recorded pluvial flood episodes.  
 
Materials and Methods  
 
The study area is located in Coimbra, Portugal (Fig. 1a). The municipality of Coimbra has 319 km2 and 
accommodates 143 thousand inhabitants (https://www.ine.pt/). The urban perimeter (Fig. 1b) cover 
16% of the municipality surface area and comprises over 64% of its population (https://www.ine.pt/). 
The consolidated urban area (city core) has 13 km2 (Fig. 1b) and is home to 44 thousand inhabitants 
(https://www.ine.pt/). The increase in soil sealing and the increasing frequency and magnitude of 
intense rainfall episodes contributed to the increase in pluvial floods (Pinto et al., 2021).  
Following the work of Buchanan et al. (2014), we assessed TWI using two DEM’s with different 
resolutions: 10m (MDT DGT) and 2.5m resolution (AW3D - JAXA). TWI was calculated in QGIS 
(v3.20.2) using the SAGA Wetness Index (WI) tool. The SAGA WI tool computes the TWI with the 
assumption that the flow is not a very thin film, as assumed by the original TWI formulation, attributing 
a high soil moisture potential to the cells located in valley floors, with a small vertical distance to 
channels (Mattivi et al., 2019). Since some flow algorithms artificially stop when encountering terrain 
depressions without outlets, sinks were corrected using the Fill Sinks function (Wang and Liu, 2006), 
available in QGIS via the SAGA module, to fill the terrain sinks in the DEMs, previous to the SAGA 
TWI analysis. The areas affected by floods 2006-2020 were also identified (16 locations) using popular 
newspapers and magazines. 
According to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, both TWI models did not follow the normal distribution 
(p>0.05). Therefore, a Mann-Whitney test was applied to assess if the results were significantly 
different. Also, a Spearman correlation coefficient was used to identify the correlation between the TWI 
at various resolutions. Significant differences were considered at a p<0.05.       
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Figure 1 a) Location of Coimbra in the Iberian Peninsula, and b) detail of the city comprising both 
urban perimeter and consolidated urban area, over the land use from 2018 Urban Atlas 
(https://land.copernicus.eu/). 
 
Results and Discussion  
 
The median (5.78) of the TWI with the 2.5m resolution was significantly higher (p<0.001) was 
significantly higher than the observed in 10 m (5.24). The flood-prone areas Fig. 2a-b (10m) and Fig. 2c-
d (2.5m DTM) show that the models produced different results. It is clearly visible that the 2.5 m TWI 
identifies a larger water accumulation area than the 10 m TWI.  
 

 
Figure 2 (a) TWI result based on the 10m cell size DTM, (b) detail zoomed in, (c) TWI result based on 
the 2.5m cell size DTM, (d) detail zoomed in. Pluvial flood locations over imposed. 
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The spatial configuration of the areas with a high probability of flooding is different, attributed to the 
different DEM resolutions. Therefore, it is vital to work with DEM with a high resolution to have more 
accurate results when possible. The correlation between both TWI showed a significant positive 
correlation (0.83, p<0.001) (Figure 3). As can be observed, despite the good correlation, many points 
are well estimated and have a very low TWI in the 10 m and high in 2.5 m resolution or vice versa. This 
can be a cause as well for the significant differences between the two models observed above.     
 

 
 

Figure 3 Correlation between 2.5m TWI and 10m TWI.   
 
From the 16 different locations, only one in each case shows a TWI value under the median for the 
overall data. For instance, flooded areas were identified in the 2.5m TWI (Figure 2d) but were not 
observed in the 10 m TWI (Figure 2b). Overall, there were some differences in both TWI that can be 
relevant from a spatial planning perspective since some areas can be identified using a dataset, while in 
the other no.    
 
Conclusions  
 
TWI can provide a simple and effective tool to check potential flood-prone areas. This index can be 
used to identify areas that should not be urbanized and have another land use (e.g., green infrastructure- 
bioswales, permeable pavement, rain gardens, and open space). The results of this study indicate that 
both 2.5m and 10.0m DTMs can provide different results, which may affect land use planning. 
Calculating the TWI using different DEM resolutions can identify areas that in one case are affected by 
floods, while in the other no. Using a DEM with a high resolution is important for the identification of 
areas potentially affected by floods.  
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